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Why should you
use TypeScript?
From this course you will learn how to code in TypeScript
programming language. You should already know
JavaScript to get the most of it. But even if you don’t know
JavaScript well, you can start with this course, and then
learn JavaScript.

You may wonder, why do you need TypeScript, if there is
already a widespread programming language for frontend
development. While JavaScript is a great language, it was
initially not designed for the way the Internet evolved.
Currently we use browsers to run fully-featured
applications. For such cases, several programming
techniques exist to develop them easier, in a well
organised way, with lower number of errors.

TypeScript is a great solution for modern web developers,
and, what is very important, is transpiled to JavaScript. It
means, you can write code in TypeScript that will run
seamlessly in all environments and modern browsers.
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Strong typing
One of great programming techniques is strong typing.
Using standard JavaScript, you can assign any type of
data to a variable:

let amountToCharge = 200;
amountToCharge  = “cat”;

As long as it can be quite useful in some situations, most
of the time, it causes trouble. A programmer usually won’t
use the same variable for different types of data: in the
former example: number and string. Such a situation will
most likely be a result of a mistake. But JavaScript
approves this. So later on, when a developer will not
notice the variable is a string, such piece of code:

let flatTax = 10;
amountToCharge = flatTax + amountToCharge;

Will place the “10cat” string into an amountToCharge
variable, which can be quite troubling for the payment
processor.

With TypeScript you can declare what variable type you
want to stick to. TypeScript will watch over your code, and
tell you, if another variable type is tried to be assigned. In
fact, if you run previous code in TypeScript:

let amountToCharge = 200;
amountToCharge  = “cat”;
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Type '"cat"' is not assignable to type 'number'” error will
occur right away. You don’t need to build the project.
Visual Studio Code will underline the line making it super
easy to fix the error:

Strong typing is one of the greatest features of
TypeScript. Later you will learn more about it. But before
that happens, I’d like to introduce to you a second feature
of TypeScript, as good as strong typing: object oriented
programming.

Object oriented
programming
If you have learned JavaScript, you can notice that
JavaScript allows for object oriented programming. But as
well, you know, it is rather a function hack than a regular
feature of this language. Contrary, TypeScript introduces
fully-featured object oriented programming.

OOP is a paradigm based on an observation, that
everything around us, can be classified into classes (eg.
cats, dogs) and instances of such classes (eg. Meow,
Bark Twain). While dogs named Bark Twain can be very
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different from Chewbarka, they share common
behaviours and properties: they have different colors,
they eat, sleep, and have human servants:

class Cat {
color: string;
servant: human;
eat(what: food) {}
sleep(howManyHours: number) {}

}

Above is an example of a cat class. As you can see, it is
rather easy to understand what a cat does, and also what
properties it has. It makes it super easy to separate
features of a cat from a bunch of code that is not
cat-related. It makes the code very clean.

Also, what is very important, Visual Studio Code will help
you handle a cat, by providing a list of available properties
based on what you are about to write:

As you can see in the above example I have declared a
Cat variable and created a new Cat. When I wrote cat.
Visual Studio Code automatically displayed a list of Cat
class properties and methods. When i scrolled to the eat
method, additional information showed up with a
description of arguments of this method.
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I can now press enter to place the method name. It is
kinda fantastic given how many typos I do everyday. Also
I don’t need to go to the class to learn everything about a
Cat. I can just enjoy writing the code.

Moreover, if I will make a typo in a method name, I will be
informed right away:

Cat does not have eet property. Again, the message
shows up immediately, so you don’t need to wait for the
project to be built, delivered to the client, to learn about
this typo. Every JavaScript developer can now sit back to
his/her chair.

As you can see TypeScript provides two excellent
features: strong typing and object oriented programming.
It is transpiled into fully legit JavaScript code. There is
more to that. But only this makes programming easier,
more fun and less error-prone.

From this course you will learn how to code in TypeScript
in the most beneficial way. Now, I will show you how to
set up TypeScript.
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How to set
TypeScript
environment?
To start coding in TypeScript you have to make two
decisions: what you want to code, and in what IDE. To
make it easier, for the purpose of this course I will show
you how to code in TypeScript web applications using
Angular framework and Visual Studio Code.

Angular is a free, state-of-art web framework developed
by Google. It is used by companies around the world.
TypeScript is the default language used with Angular.

Visual Studio Code is a free, programming editor (IDE)
developed by Microsoft. It works pretty nice with
TypeScript.

To download VSCode go to this website:
https://code.visualstudio.com/download, download and
install the version appropriate for your operating system.

Next install node.js from here: https://nodejs.org/en/. It is
an application that allows you to download a lot of cool
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development tools (we call them packages), among
others: to download Angular.

Now, choose a place for your workspace. Workspace can
contain multiple projects. Choose “File -> Save
Workspace As…”:

And save the workspace under a “workspace” name:
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Now, we will add the first project to the workspace. Click
“Add project”:

Create a “project1” folder inside the “workspace” folder,
and choose it. If done right, you should see your new
workspace with one, empty project:
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Now, we will install Angular. Choose “Terminal -> new
Terminal”: You should now see a Bash console at the
bottom of the Visual Studio Code window:

Now check if the console recognizes Node.js. Write:

npm --version

And hit ENTER. If everything is fine, you should see a
Node.js version displayed. My version is 6.13.6, but you
can have a different version:
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Since Node.js is installed, we can proceed to installing
Angular. It will be installed globally, so that every project
you create can use it:. Type command from below and hit
ENTER:

npm install -g @angular/cli

The wall of messages indicates Angular is coming to life.
If no error messages occur, you are ready to go.

Now you can initialize your application. It means that
Angular will create some boilerplate files every Angular
application has. To do it, use cd .. to go up to the
workspace folder. Angular will use “project1” folder we
have already created:

cd ..
ng new project1
cd project1

Angular will ask you some additional questions, here are
the default answers to these. To choose answer to the
second question use up and down arrows on the
keyboard:

Would you like to add Angular routing? > Yes
Which stylesheet format would you like to use? > SCSS
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After a while, the application will be ready. Now the
project should look like this:

Your Angular project is set up now. Before we move to
TypeScript, I will show you how to start, test and build
your application. Also you will discover some useful tools
to help you with programming.
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How to start,
test and build
your Angular
application?
Starting Angular
application
Starting your Angular application is pretty simple. You can
do it in two ways. First, is to find “NPM SCRIPTS” tab in
the sidebar, on the bottom left of the Visual Studio Code
windows:
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Click it, and then click a play icon next to “start” script:

You can also start it from console by typing:

npm run start:

I won't go into details now, but if you are interested, “start”
script is a node.js script located in package.json file. You
can look at it, to learn more.
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Whatever method you will choose, a wall of messages will
appear. When application will be ready, you will see such
message:

Application compiled successfully. Since the application is
hosted from an Angular server started in our bash
console, you can not use it anymore. But, don’t worry. You
can open another console with the split icon in the top
right corner:

Another console window is at your disposal:
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If you want to stop Angular server, click the console
serving it, and click CTRL+C.

If you want to access Angular server from outside, for
example from an outside network, you have to start it with
this command: ng serve --host 0.0.0.0.

Testing & building Angular
application
Another two NPM Scripts you should know are: test and
build:

“test” script executes unit tests on your applications telling
you, if your code fulfills requirements of tests you have
written. Here is an example output:
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“build” script creates a bundle with the application. The
script does not provide any “final” message. The end of
execution looks like this:

After running it, you may go to the folder “dist” where in
folder “project1”  the bundle is built. It contains an
index.html file, some JavaScript files and map files for
debugging.

If you want to prepare a build optimised for production call
ng build --prod. It has smaller size and does not contain
debugging, map files.

Remember to call the “build” command every time you
want to prepare a package for a server. Only then the
“dist” folder gets updated.

For development purposes you don’t need to call any
commands after file changes. Angular will detect changes
and rebuild app automatically.
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Opening application in the
browser
Before you have learned how to start the server. Now,
when it is running you can open the application in a
browser. On default Angular applications are served on
port 4200 accordingly to the message in the console,
displayed when you start the server:

Since that said, you can open application with this URL:

http://localhost:4200/

However, there is a second method. You can attach
Visual Studio Code to the browser. That way, you will be
able to debug your application in VSCode, put
breakpoints and view variable values. It is much more
convenient than using browser developer tools.

Since this is our first time, we do it, we have to instruct
Visual Studio Code how it should run the application. It is
a one time action. I will show the configuration for Chrome
browser. If you don’t use this browser, choose your
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browser, or install Chrome. Click “Run” -> “Start
debugging”:

Choose “Chrome” in a dropdown menu:

“launch.json” will open. This file contains configuration for
launching the application. As you can see it is already
filled with Chrome settings thanks based our choice:
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All you have to do here is to indicate a proper port of your
Angular application. Boilerplate configuration sets it to
8080. Change it to 4200 and save the file.

You can always go back to the file. It is under a .vscode
folder in your project:

In case of any trouble, just remove it, and start from
scratch.

Now, since we have a proper launcher configuration, we
can go again to “Run” -> “Start debugging”. As you will
observe, the user interface of Visual Studio Code will
change a little bit. Also a new Chrome window will open:
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It is a “hello world” Angular page generated each time you
use the “ng new” command. If you see it, it means your
server is working properly, and you are ready to code
using TypeScript, and also Angular!

You don’t have to close the Chrome browser window.
Leave it open as long as you are working on an
application!

Wrap up
You have already set up your first Angular application. It
means you will be able to write TypeScript now. In case
you want to create another project, fortunately, there is no
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need to repeat all steps above. All you have to do next
time is to use the “ng new” command, and set up
“launch.json” file. That's it!

In the next section you will learn a little bit about Angular.
Just enough to feel comfortable with it, and to know
where TypeScript code is located, and when it will be
executed.
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Fast
introduction to
Angular
framework
Since this is a TypeScript course, we won’t go into much
details about Angular for this moment. But just for you to
familiarize yourself with it, open
“project1/src/app/app.component.html” file:
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It is a HTML template that is used to display the
application:
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Combined with a SCSS style file, and two TypeScript
files, is a default component of the application:

Each time you open the application in a browser, “app”
component will show up, and TypeScript gets executed.

The file containing TypeScript code is “app.component.ts”
and “app.component.spec.ts”.
First one contains the actual code, and second one is
placed to set up unit tests for your component. “.spec.ts”
are investigated and executed when you call mentioned
before NPM Script called “test”

Let’s move on to writing the first line of TypeScript code. It
would be great, if we were about to write “hello world” in
the browser instead of the default message right? Off we
go…

Open “app.component.html”, and replace the content.
Leave the router-outlet line intact. But replace what is
above with a “message” surrounded by two curly braces.
This instructs Angular to render value stored under a
message variable.
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Error messages in Visual Studio Code will occur when
you install the TSLint extension. You can install it right
away.

As you can see there is an error on “message”. Hover
over it, to learn more:

Indeed! We didn’t define a message variable. We have to
do it. You can already see how powerful TypeScript and
Visual Studio Code combination is. You most likely won’t
misspell a variable ever again!

Let's declare the property called “moment”.  Open
“app.component.ts”  file. It looks like this:
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Everything you see here is a definition of an Angular
component. You can declare properties of a component
inside the AppComponent class. The same way “title” is
declared:
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Now, our HTML template contains instructions to show
message value, while message property contains “Hello
World” text.

Our files are not saved yet. You can notice black circles
on tab panels. To save all files at once open “Open
editors” panel:
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And click “Save all” icon:

Several things will now happen automatically:

● Node.js will detect file changes
● Angular will be rebuilt
● Chrome browser tab will refresh

Go to the Chrome browser window, to see a result of our
coding:

Congrats! You just wrote your first application with
Angular!
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Where to write TypeScript
code?
Before we have added a property to an AppComponent
class. But we need a place to put actual TypeScript code
in.
To accomplish it, we will add a button titled “click me” that
calls the execute method:

<input
type="button"
value="click me"
(click)="execute()" />

<br/>

Put the code on top of your HTML file. Also add a method
execute, referenced above inside AppComponent class in
TypeScript component file:

execute() {
this.message = 'It works!';

}

Your files should look like this:
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We will use this project to learn TypeScript. So don’t
delete it!

Now, save all changes, and test the button in the browser
after it reloads.

Sometimes the application window in Chrome won’t
reload. In such cases, refresh it manually, or close the
window and Run debugging again from Visual Studio
Code.

Our new application looks like this:

After clicking the button it changes to:

Exactly as expected. Our execute TypeScript method
changes the value of a message property.
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But how does it update in the browser automatically? This
is possible thanks to Angular property binding we have
used by putting messages property name surrounded by
double curly brace into a HTML template.

Angular automatically detects property change and
updates it in realtime inside a HTML template that is
rendered inside a Chrome window tab.

We will use property binding to display results of our code
inside a browser rather than in a console. It is much more
fun to learn TypeScript that way.

Now you know where to put your TypeScript code inside
an Angular application and see results in a browser. I will
show you how to debug your application. It may come
handy during learning TypeScript, and is great when you
develop applications.

In the next section, you will learn what helpful tools Visual
Studio has to offer for TypeScript development.
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Ways to make
TypeScript development
easier
In this section I will show you TSLint, and also some
useful Visual Studio Code tools that will help you write
and debug your code. These will help you find problems
and move on easily.

TSLint
As you may be familiar with, linter is a static code analysis
tool that helps protect you from errors, bugs and helps
maintain quality of the code.

Also, as a TypeScript developer you can benefit from a
linter showing problems before compiling the code. There
is a great extension developed by Microsoft, that will help
you. It does not come as a part of Visual Studio Code, so
you have to install it separately. It is very easy. To
accomplish it, go to Extensions:
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Search for “tslint”:

And click the  “Install” button next to the extension. While
you will learn TypeScript, you will notice TSLint will help
you improve the code. For example here:
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It underlines a problematic variable and indicates on
hover, to initialize it, and also indicates it is not used
anywhere. Next to each message there is a ts acronym
indicating the extension we have installed displayed the
message.

But this is not everything. When you will click on “Quick
Fix…” or press CTRL and . (dot) at the same time, while
having text cursor placed in the underlined code, TSLint
will indicate some automatic ways to fix the problem:

As you can see it is a pretty handy tool.

If you have a long source code, it comes also as handy to
go to “Problems” panel situated on bottom of the VSCode
window, below the code editor:
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Here, you will find all problems found in your code.
Clicking a problem will navigate you to the place in the
code that causes issues.

TSLint extension shows problems only in files you have
opened in Visual Studio Code. In case you want to
analyse all files in your project, call npm call: “npm run
lint” from bash terminal. It is worth doing it every time  you
want to commit code to the repository to find development
leftovers:
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Assistant
Another quite useful extension for development is
Assistant. It allows you to write hints that display when
you write code. It may be used to:

● provide real-time assistance
● indicate errors and mistakes

So, for example, you may find it hard to remember how to
declare an array with items of a given type. But when you
will add this rule to Assistant:

{
“regex”: “array”,
“message”: “eg. const myArray: string[];”
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}
You will see hint you have defined every time you will
write “array”:

Since Assistant supports RegEx rules you can be creative
with your hints and messages, and write ones that will
help you learn and be more productive.

I am writing Assistant rules, always I find myself ducking
for answers online (this is my term for searching online
with DuckDuckGo). Or when I realize I make the same
mistake often.

Now, you know two most important extensions for
TypeScript development. While static analysis and your
own Assistant tips will help you avoid bugs and mistakes,
they won’t keep you safe from all of them.

Fortunately there are some handy ways to debug an
application.

Console
First way, you can use to look into what your code
actually does is by using a console. Console is a place
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where developers can print messages and data while the
application is running. It is pretty easy to use.

When you recall code of the application we created
earlier, it looked like this:

Now, let’s say, you want to display what is the value of
message property. To do so, all you have to do is to write:

console.log(this.message);

Put it before and after this.message = ‘It works!’;. We will
track the value of the property that way.
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If you have already closed your project, remember to start
it (npm run start) and open application with Run ->  Start
Debugging
Your file should look like this:

Now, click the “click me!” button in the browser, and
navigate back to Visual Studio Code. At the bottom of the
window, there are tabs: “Terminal”, “Problems”, “Output”
and “Debug console”. The last one was automatically
switched on, when you started debugging.

Last two lines will contain your message values:
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There is also a second way to view the console outside
Visual Studio Code. Navigate to Chrome, or your favorite
browser, right click on the space of the website
(somewhere below the “click me” button for example),
choose “Inspect me”. It will open Developer Tools. Now,
navigate to “Console” tab:

Again, you will see your messages:

On default Developer Tools are placed right to your page.
Personally I find it way better to have them docked to the
bottom of the window. It gives more place for console. To
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change it, click hamburger menu (three dot menu), in the
right upper corner:

And choose “dock to bottom”:

One thing, that may come with a surprise to you, is that
console is not only good for basic types eg. string, or
number. You will also be able to display objects in a nice
way.

Remove your console.log method calls and place this
code:

console.log(
[
{name: 'meow', attitude: 'angry'},
{name: 'fluffy', attitude: 'angry'}

]
);
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This time we try to output something rather different than
a string. It is an array of cats. As you can notice, both
have the same attitude, but different names, so we can
differentiate them.

When you click “click me” button, and navigate to the
console, you will notice, how both Visual Studio Code and
browser, allow you to click it to expand the array:

It is a pretty handy feature, that makes it a lot easier to
work with advanced data structures.

It is perfectly fine to have as many console.log calls in
your code, as long, as you remove it, before going live
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with the application. Because these are displayed in the
browser console, application users normally will be able
to see them too, if they know how to open the console.

Now, we will move to an even better way to debug code.

Breakpoints
As you may have noticed earlier, console.log does not
stop the code from being executed. So, it is great, if you
want to see how values evolve, and in what order code is
executed without stopping it.

On top of that, Visual Studio Code offers you an even
better way to inspect the code, if you are really lost. You
can stop the code at any moment, and take a look, what
happens. To do it, you have to place a breakpoint.

To do it, hover over the white space left to a line number
in your source code:

The circle indicates, you can place a breakpoint on that
particular line. Click it. The circle became red:
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Clicking the circle again will remove the breakpoint. But
we won’t do it. Go the the browser, and click the “click
me” button and come back to the VSCode:

Your code stopped at line thirteen. Now, you can do
several interesting things. First of all, you can see the
value of a variable. Hover over “this.message”:

A tooltip contains an actual value of the variable!
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But this is not all. You can even execute the code, step by
step. On top of the editor panel there is a special pilot, to
do it:

First button lets you resume (keyboard shortcut - F5) the
execution of the code. Next three buttons are ways to go
further with the code.

If you stop at a method execution, and don’t want to go
inside the method code, but rather to go to the next line of
the code you see, you click the second button - “Step
over” (F11).

If you want to go inside the method execution - click the
third button “Step into” (F11). And if you want to go
outside, click the fourth button called “Step Out” (Shift +
F11).

For the most cases these features will give you a nice
way to solve almost any problem you will face. One bonus
tip I have for you is to check out conditional breakpoints.
How does it work? Let’s say you have a loop that is
executed several times. And everything is alright until the
fifth execution. You can place a conditional breakpoint
that will stop not on every loop cycle, but on the fifth one.

To place a conditional breakpoint, right-click breakpoint
circle, and choose “Edit Breakpoint…”:
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You can define a expression, Hit Counter or Log
Message, when the breakpoint should pause the code
execution:

Once, you are finished with defining the breakpoint,
accept it with Enter, or cancel with Escape button.

Now you are fully equiped with debug tools. Debugging
helps you check why the code does not work as intended.
Unit tests, on the other hand, help you make sure the
code works as intended.
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Unit tests
Angular uses Jasmine testing framework and Karma test
runner. This set allows the to execute application unit
tests. Jasmine provides a rich set of assertion methods
and features to make it easier to write tests.

We will write a simple “hello world” test for a function
helloWorld inside app.component.ts. The function will
return the “Test hello world” string. The test will make sure
the function actually does that.

First, add a method to app.component.ts:

helloWorld(): string {
return 'Hello world';

}

Now, open app.component.spec.ts file. Appropriate
“spec.ts” file is a place for unit tests. Open
“app.component.spec.ts” . Below is an example of a test
Angular generated by default:

Since, we have removed template content easier to place
our button, you can remove the last two tests from the file.
Now add this test:
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it('should hello world', () => {
const component: AppComponent = new

AppComponent();
const response: string = component.helloWorld();
expect(response).toBe('Hello world');

});

No worries. It is a rather simple code. First argument of
the “it” method accepts expectation. It is a verbal
description of what you expect to test. Since we expect
the method to be a hello world, “should hello world” is a
plain and simple description.

Second argument is a function that describes the steps
the application has to make to reach expected behaviour.
In our example we create an AppComponent instance,
and then: execute helloWorld method storing return value
in response variable.

Last line of the test contains information, how we will
check if the application behaves as expected. Here we
use two Jasmine test functions: expect and toBe. We
expect the response to be “Hello world”.

Unit tests are, as said before, used to check if your code
works as expected. But not only. For future you, and your
peers unit tests will become sometimes an only place with
information, how the code was expected to work. Since
unit tests act partially as a documentation, remember to
write them in a clear way. You may have noticed Jasmine
actually makes it easier. Expectation line in our example
reads almost like a regular english sentence.
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Since our test is ready, we can execute unit testing. It is
done by calling following npm script from command line:

npm run test

The result is not much spectacular, but green means
everything went fine:

You can find more details in a Karma browser window:
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What is important, no red color indicates there is no error.
We will change the test now to see how errors are
displayed. Let’s simulate a situation when a new
developer makes a typo in “Hello world” inside the
helloWorld method that will disturb users with the “Hello
wood” message we want to avoid with a unit test.

Change helloWorld method to:

helloWorld(): string {
return 'Hello wood';

}

Now, when you save changes, Jasmine will automatically
detect changes and re-run your tests. Terminal will show
something went wrong:
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Karma will provide us with more detailed information
again:
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As you can see, our unit test expected a “Hello world”
message rather than “Hello wood”. The message makes it
very easy to find the cause of the issue.
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Unit tests are rather used to test actual logic of the
application. That is when the true power of unit testing is
visible.

Angular/Karma Test
Explorer
As you may see, Karma makes it easy to understand
what happens with tests. The downside is that it uses a
browser window. It would be nice, to have test results
inside Visual Studio Code, and also, to be able to easily
choose what test you’d like to start. It comes handy, when
there are dozens of these, but you are working on fixing
one.

Angular/Karma Test Explorer is exactly the extension for
VSCode providing mentioned before features. You install
it, the same way we have installed TSLint, and Assistant.

When you will navigate to app.component.spec.ts you will
notice “Run”, “Debug” and “Show in Test Explorer”
commands above each test. Clicking “Run” will execute a
particular test:
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As soon as the test will finish, the icon on the left will
indicate success or failure. I love how information is
presented inside the code editor:

There is also a second method of executing tests that is
lovely when you have a lot of them. Just go to “Tests” icon
in the left panel:
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Here, you can also run one test, several tests, or all tests
at once. Looking at the growing list of green circles is one
of greatest moments in developer life. Maybe not this
time, but you will know what I mean, once you try it for
yourself:

Wrap Up
After this section, you know how to use TSLint to find
statically errors in your code, how to write your own
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Assistant rules. Also you have learned how to debug the
application: set breakpoints and use console and watches
to look into what your code does. On top of that, you
know now, how to write unit tests - finest way of making
sure, code works as expected. All of these tools will make
your work easier. In case of any typo, or error, you will be
able to solve the problem in a swift manner.

Equipped with this knowledge, we can now begin to learn
TypeScript. Remember, that if anything won’t work for you
the same way, like how I show it to you, you can go back
here, and use tools mentioned to find the cause!
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Variable type
declaration
Let’s begin learning something about TypeScript. At last!

We laugh when the wife/husband, asked if she/he wants
a coffee, or tee, answers yes. But in case of computer
software type mismatch is a serious deal. Imagine, you’d
like to transfer some money, and your bank application
accepts the “cat” string as an amount.

TypeScript creators believe “cat” is a wrong amount of
money. Since that said, there has to be a way to declare a
type of a variable, so that TypeScript will let us know,
when we do such horrific bank operations.

Boolean type
The simplest variable type is boolean. It accepts two
logical states: true and false. To declare a variable that
will store only such values we write:

let isDone: boolean;

First line of the code declares a variable called isDone.
The type is provided after colon sign. “let” word indicates
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we declare a variable. Contrary to “const” that would be
indicating our variable will be a constant.

Now we can assign various values to the variable:

isDone = false;
isDone = !isDone;
isDone = "cat";

First line assigns a false value to isDone variable. Second
line uses negation (exclamation!) to negate the value of
isDone variable from false to true. Third line will cause a
TypeScript error. We try to assign a string to a boolean
variable:

TypeScript bodyguards our variable types!

….

Do you want to read the full
ebook? Preorder at

https://summonthejson.com/
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